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Article 6

Book Reviews
or

Visions
Xcmadu by iVIarshall Suther. New York find London: Columbia University Press, 1965. Pp. 297. $7.50.
Vision and Verse in TVillicI7l1 B!nl?e by Alicia Ostrilccr. I\JaJison and Milwaukee:
The Uni\'crsity of \iVisconsin Press, 1965. Pp.224. $6.00.

To judge from these two titles the term 'vision is still as much in vogue as
e\ecr. Often it is merely an honorific substitute for the simpler seeing, as when
one speaks of an artist's or a poct's "angle of vision." But both Alicia Ostrikcr
and Marshall Suther use it with its full Romantic porrent, to signify the capacity
of the imagination to apprehend or create some apocalypse '\vhich will reconcile
our contradictions, regain us a lost Paradise, reunite us with Shelley's" the eternal,
the infinite, and the one."
Professor Suther, in his Dark Nigbt of Semmel Taylor Coleridge, had earlier
explored many of the images which Coleridge uscd to express his sense of communion 'with the divine. In the earlier book the focus was not upon Kubin Kban
hut upon Dejection, and hence upon what Suther, citing the Maritains, refers to
as the Romantic Echee: that frustration and scepticism abour the nlidity of
imaginative communion which, among Romantics and Symbolists alike, so oftcn
came aftcr the happier sense of the poctic vision. The po Col itself, as Suthcr
noted, may be-in Baudelaire's phrase-a "Paradise Rcvealed," but scarcely for
long enough to allo\-v its own completion. An English-speabng readcr will think
of the end of Keats' Ode to a Nightingale: was the expcrience a "vision" or a
mere "waking dream "?
Since in the earlicr book Surher had acknowledged that this echee can be
discovered in a milder form in other poems of Coleridge, before its appearance
in full tragic force in Dejectioll, one "wonders why in this later study there is
not a fuller discussion of the Romantic frustration as it is manifest in Kubla Kban
itself. Perhaps it seemed undesirable to go again oyer the same ground, but in
some ways the earlier study is both "wider and deeper.
In \·iew of the very substantial proportion of Romantic poetry which deals
with the subject of the visionary imagination, SOl11e rcaders may wonder why
Surher has undertaken so exhaustiye a study to demonstrate \dDt might seem
apparent on the surface. After all, Coleridge himself tells us that if he, the
pact-prophet, could rec[e;J.te an im:lge of Kubla's garden, astonished mortals would
cxelaim that he must ha\"c "drunl, the milk of Paradise." As Suther notes,
\Vilson Knight long ago suggested that the emperor \,'ho dccrccd the dome and
garden was a symbol of the" Djyine crc:1tor" and i\laud Bodkin saw the dome
and garden as elllblcm;J.tic of "supreme bliss, cliyjne \,"cll-bcing"" The prcscnt
rc\"iewer h;J.s clsc\yherc urged the rightness of such intcrpret:1tions, which accord
so sil11pl~· \\"ith Coleridge"s O\\"n explicit \\"ords.
Smher's excuse must he rh;J.t to tl1;111~" scholars of reputc the c\"idencc has not
seemed oln"iolls. E.liz:lbcth Schncider. of comse. opposcs all s)"mbolic rC;J.ciings,
:1nd othcr writers citcd b~" Smller di~c()\'er hidden mcanings quire ;J.t \":1ri:1I1cc \1:irl1
those suggcsted by his study"
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Perhaps it is the stubborn distrust of the unrepentant unperceivers which warrants Suther's rather slow and massive campaign. His own interpretation may
have been arrived at inductively, a bit at a time, but he could have propounded
it more clearly, more forceably, and-for non-specialists-more readably, if he
had advanced his interpretation at once. But the objectors might have accused
him of "making a case." Instead, he examines chronologically hundreds of
images and image clusters from all the poetry Coler.idge ever wrote, including
even the dramatic verse, and thereby allows the case to make itself. There seems
little doubt that Kubla Khan is a synthesis of all the images which Coleridge had
used, from his earliest compositions on, to embody his obsessive concern with
imagination and vision. (One is reminded of Proust, whose alter ego in Remembrance of Things Past comes finally to apprehend all the works of one great
composer as but variations on a theme.) Literary reviewers, as distinct from
scholarly ones, may wonder why men in the universities protract their analyses
to such tedious length, but no one seriously interested in Coleridge's poetry
should ignore this thorough exploration of the vital thematic interrelationships
among the various poems, an exploration which reveals so much of the forms
and thrusts within the poet's own mind.
Unfortunately, just when the case has just almost finished making itself, Suther
steps in and partly spoils the climax. His earlier book made it plain that he is
not inhibited by the radical humanistic antipathy to supernatural tradition which
dislocates such readings of the Romantic poets as those of Harold Bloom, yet
in this instance some curious critical caution, some scholarly lichee, has been at
work. Ncar the beginning he cites Wilson Knight's interpretation of the emperor as the symbol of God as an "extreme" interpretation. Latcr on, many
passages cited from Coleridge and even statements by Suther himself, suggest
that when the great denouement comes, we will discover that this extreme interpretation was the right one. But then we are told, somewhat to our surprise,
that Kubla and his garden are symbols of the poet and his creation. One would
suppose that the two monal artists already explicitly present in the poem would
be enough: the Abyssinian maid creating her harmonies to celebrate Mount Abora
and the wild-eyed poet-prophet seeking to recreate his vision of dome and
garden. But apparently we are to believe that the ultimate object of Coleridge's
poetic worship is just another poet, or himself as poet at a happier moment.
Seldom has criticism more precisely though inadvertently sustained Hoxie N.
Fairchild's charge that the Romantic visionary imagination is solipsistic, worshipping only itself.
Suther's perplexed reading of Kubla Khan, like that of ]. B. Beer, may be
explained by the weak impression which many twentieth-century minds take from
their brief exposures to older passages of literature embodying the supernatural
traditions which formed Coleridge's mind: the protagonists' visions of the
Heavenly City in Spenser and Bunyan, for example, and the mystical sections of
Plato.-Here one might note an interesting difference. Suther imagines the scene
in Kubla Khan as a single unit, the river flowing through the pleasure-ground
and the rills deriving from it. Beer imagines the dome and gardens somewhat
apart from the river, even perhaps as Shelley's Mont Elanc is somewhat aloof
from the river Arve. Beer's visualization is more in accord with the structure
of traditional visionary passages, and one might have supposed he would have
been led to view the dome and garden as "eternity symbols," after Wilson
Knight's fashion. But not so.
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Though the best preparation for a clear understanding of certain aspects of
the Romantics must always be a vivid reading of the older works of imagination,
one wishes that all future students of the period would at least read the clear
and non-sectarian analysis which S. F. Gingerich offered many years ago of the
basic metaphysic which underlies the Romantic mind. Furthermore, they might
wrestle with Morse Peckham's difficult but systematic attempt to view the Romantic imagination in a modern psychological context. Peckham's lack of sympathy for the older God-centered universe does not keep him from clearly
recognizing that the Romantics were still half-tied to it, and he can, present their
world-view in a long perspective as but one phase of the ever-changing systems
of symbolic projections through which the human imagination will always deal
with life. Some such discipline is necessary if the modenlist is to take from the
Romantics those elements which he can usefully work into his own cosmos, the
world he can feel on his pulses, without distorting clements which he finds alien.
One is assuming, of course, that the man who writes criticism is seeking, as
Arnold would have him seek, to see the object as it is (difficult as that may be),
and' not just creating his own set of projections.
Suther does not canvass fully the question whether the visionary implications
of the images of Kubla Kban were conscious, half-conscious, or merely unconscious and habitual. If despite the final section of the poem a sceptical reader
insists that they cannot have been conscious, and if like .Miss Schneider he wishes
to rule out unconscious implications as being contrary to Coleridge's usual poetic
practice, he should perhaps read J. V. Baker's discussion in Tbe Sacred River
of Coleridge's persistent interest in the unconscious creativity of imagination
and the poet's own statement that at times unconscious implications may be more
significant than conscious ones.
(In this connection, however, I may be permitted to offer briefly the suggestion I have made elsewhere: that som~ illustrious examples of the modern mind
have not come quite so far from the Romantics as many of their admirers ",muld
have us believe. Stevens' long debate with himself on the imagination, and the
tentative outcome of that debate, are not wholly different from what we find in
Tbe P1'elude or in the poems of Shelley and Keats. A strong sense of tradition
helps clarify Tbe Comedian and The Rock and many poems between. Stevens
resists to the end those institutions which he feels have codified man's sense of
relation to some central vis or noeud vital. In his matmity he joyously indulges
the sense of creative freedom which his imagination gives him. But as he subsides towards death he approaches just as happily towards a moment when some
greater vis will break through to him. As the last poem in The Rock reiterates,
this lamp larger than his own will break through to him" from outside "-from
outside that cabin, in fact, within which in Tbe Comedial1 he had half-humorously, half-apologetically admitted he was shutting himself.)
Alicia Ostriker has a sense of the traditions of the past and of Blake's complicated and imperfect efforts to reinterpret this past. In the criticism of Blake's
work, as in so much criticism, the conspicuous readings are often the most
idiosyncratic, derh'ing their \"ividness from the strength of the critic's 0'''11 strong
sympathies and antipathies. In such a situation 1\lrs. Ostriker's breadth and objectidt), can afford a useful counterpoise; we hope she will continue to employ
them to good effect.
This particular stud)", as the title indicates, seeks to \\'ork to,,,ards a unified
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apprehension of the poetry, onc which considers as simultaneously as possible
idea, image, feeling, meter and other effects of sound-though the immediate
task is to examine prosody more than imagery.
The first half of the book is an entirely satisfactory essay-the work of a poet
(which Mrs. Ostrikcr is) and a scholar, rather than the special pleading of an
ideologist. It correlates the almost metronomic regularity of meter frequent in
the eighteenth century with all the other regularities which Blake was destined
to oppose, and it recalls how Isaac Watts and a few others objected in theory
to this monotony ·while at the same time, in practice, a sense of the lost freedom
was kept alive by popular ballads, songs, and nursery rhymes. Then a sensitivl':
reading of a great many of Blake's lyrics easily persuades us that their poetic
freshness, vitality, and power are not the result of fresh ideas and diction only
but also of the skillful use. of sound. Within the limits of the patterns, variant
feet arc substituted more frequently than was usual at the time. These variant~
in the best poems are strikingly apt, and the movements of thought and feelin~
are reinforced by an inconspicuous but masterful use of alliteration and assonance
In the latter half of her book, 1\1rs. Ostriker undertakes a similar study of th<:
Prophetic Books-of Blake's efforts to adapt cadences from the Bible, Milton, and
Macpherson and to create for himself still freer and broader cadences to suit hi!
radical purposes. vVith her usual objectivity Mrs. Ostriker devotes a whole
section to reviewing the many aesthetic objections which these Books have
aroused. She docs not suggest that Blake always succeeds with his meter ane
other artistic devices, but she hopes modestly to bring herself and her read en
to a more sympathetic appreciation. In general, she argues against Damon and
others who would read the Books as expressively cadenced prose, and urges m
to read them as verse. As is to be expected, not all inner ears hear alike. Mrs
Ostriker finds the first five lines of F ranee to be metrically unsuccessful, whethel
regarded as varying from the anapaestic or from some other pattern. When 1
read these same lines, their expressive auditory pattern seems their greatest di6'
tinction. If I had to name an underlying pattern, I would have to posit simply ~
frce eight-stress measure.
Mrs. Ostriker may one day seek to carry out in detail her suggestion that ~
bettcr apprehension of the suitability of Blake's meter may lead us on to a bettel
apprehension of the suitability of his imagery. She might then find it mOf(
useful to regard the mode of the Bool{s as allegorical rather than symbolical
Yet one must ,vander whether her own remarks do not make us a,\vare of the
great difficulty which stood in Blake's way and stands in our own. Blake's can·
temporary Hegel may have sought to develop all his topics-history, religion, art
and so forth-within the structure of one metaphysical scheme, but at least h(
developed thcm separately. Blake, as Mrs. Ostriker and others have noted
often sceks to develop thcm all at once. Keats in Hyperion sought to develor
two themes at once: the progressive regeneration of the individual and th(
progress of ciyilization, but in the Fall of Hyperioll he was compelled to handle
the matter of his o\vn regeneration separately.
Ahny modcrn readers may find Blake's messianic clements irrelevant to thcil
own understanding of life, but presumably all readers can share an interest iI
his psychology. His paradigms of unified states and divided states of mind, oj
true and spectral imaginings, of reason and desire-all these ways of seein!
emerged from his sense of his mvn personal life as well as from his sense 0
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history and eschatology. Something of value we perceive, but something still
eludes us. Might one not quota his own words against him: "To Generalize is
to be an Idiot. To Particuladze is the Alone Distinction of Merit." The mind
boggles at the thought of Blake attempting a psychological novel or play, but
from time to time one almost wishes he had written one work morc simply and
wholly within the Romantic genre of the confession or autobiography.,
But the truth is that Blake was moved even more powerfully than his detested
Sir Joshua by an aspiration towards sublime universality, towards a more than
Coleridgean one-in-allness and all-in-oneness. In the Prophetic Books this aspiration exacts its price. As does also his susceptibility to the murky, indistinct
pseudo-sublimities of Ossian.
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JAMES BENZIGER

Soutbern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois
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Oriental Aestbetics by Thomas Munro. Cleveland: The Press of Western Reserve University, 1965. Pp. 138. $6.50.
Thomas NJunro's handsomely printed and illustrated volume on Oriental
Aesthetics brings to the fore a theme to which he has given increasing attention
during his years of leading the American Society for Aesthetics (of which he is
now Honorary President), and editing the Society's Journal (he is now Contributing Editor) . To span the great cultural gulf between East and West he
has provided a rare bridge. A foundation for it had been laid at our end in
the considerable amount of Oriental art long on view in the Occident. But there
is need for much more translation and interpretation of theories which not only
go ·with Oriental art but often gave it impetus. At the other end of the bridge
it is incumbent upon Oriental writers to become more familiar with the work
of Western artists and more open-minded toward \Vestern philosophies of art.
The tendency, especially in India, has been to recognize only idealistic or mystical
Western views.
TVlunro uses the naturalistic approach and takes pains to show that it does not
rule out the "spiritual " ",,,,hen that term refers to the finer feelings and experiences and their expression. He contends that this approach allows for appreciation even of art supposedly conveying supernatural beliefs. He strengthens his
hand by referring to the late Indian philosopher P. J. Chaudhury's denial that
the traditional aesthetics of India was dominated by metaphysics. Another Indian
thinker, A. L. Basham, rejects today any such highly religious view of Indian
art as Coomaraswamy and other critics and bistorians have upheld. Basham thinks
they have been reading that view into art. To look at the ancient art of India
without preconception is to see life and love at the full, on this earth, not in
some other world (Cf. p. 83). This-wordly art is less surprising in China and
Japan where the naturalism and humanism of Taoism and Ch'an or Zen have had
incalculable influence upon art.
.Munro feels that scholars have been too timid about yenturing out from the
cO\Tcr of their specialties, which must be done if a cultural East-\Vest comparison
of any scope is to be achieved. This calls for specializing in generalizing. His
success in this risky venture rests upon careful consultation of the \vork of
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Oriental writers and Oricntalists, on art and aesthetics, in addition to his familiarity with their \Vcstern counterparts. Some readers will object to his naturalistic standpoint or to his occasional reliance on a source that seems less authoritative than others. (Although he recognizes the tremendous influence of Zen upon
art, he seems to take seriously Arthur Koestler's derogation of Zen.)
The value-nature of art, as of all cultural interests, makes diverse and contrary
attitudes unavoidable, even among experts in the same fields. Thomas Munro's
dedication to making> aesthetics more scientific (more descriptive and empirical)
becomes most difficult where East meets ,Vest. He is under no illusion about
the difficulty. But his valuable book is reassuring that even here there can be a
meeting of minds, \-vhcn mcn are "willing to compare notes and reason together,
after doing their homework
V AN METER Ar'tlEs
University of CincinnClti

The Ironic HZl'l1lC by John Valdimir Price.
1965. Pp. ix + 190. $5.00.

Austin: Univcrsity of Texas Press,

V. Price states his purpose in the preface: "\Vere lengthy titles in vogue
I should probably have subtitled this book An
into the Intellectual
Irony as a DC7..Jeloping ,Mode of
Da"vid Hume's Life

l!a,'k.~:"01·f1ld

J assume
Price is \vriting for an audience of scholars, students, and teachers
of the 18th century. I assume too that this audience is familiar with the tradition in which HUl;lC wrote-a tradition \vhich can fairly be deduced from the
book itself. Some of its main componems are: the Socratic dialogues; the mode
of well-mannered debate exemplified by Dryden in The Essay of DramCltic Poesie
and The Hind and the Panthcj' (even thongh he is not mentioncd); the polite
and, at times, ironic dialogues of Shaftesbury, Mandeville, and Berkeley; S\vift's
tough irony, \vhich Hume
to imitate (p. 45); Pope's urbane satiric modes
,md, of course, The Essay on
and The Essay on ALan; and the more
genial mode of The Spectat01"s humor.
If my assumptions are correct, this book is largely superfluous. Price could
have achieycd his purpose in one good article charting the range of Burne's irony
from the fine Spectatorid humor of the letter (pp. 70-71) in which Hume, making
himself the butt, proposes a tax on fat bellies, through the light irony of T1Je
Bellman's Petition, up to the more complex and subtle ironies of his major philosophical "worb. Such an article "\vould both please and instruct. As the book
stands, in ] 49 pages of commentary and analysis (excluding appendices and
preface), Price burdens us with too much assistance.
I do not say that Hume's philosophy is easy to read. I do say that, granting
the basic training I have defined, \vhich at least has taught us hmv to read
sophisticated texts, there is no great problem in understanding the implications of
I-Iulnc's irony because his basic point of view and his fundamental values are
never in doubt. As Price himself points out, Hurne thought them through early
in his life, and he did not change them. Moreover, if we need to know the
factual context for a given ironical exercise, such as The Bellman's Petition or
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The Account of Stewart, we can find it in Professor Ernest Mossner's definitive
life of H ume which Price, as he tells us in his preface, used as a guidebook.
Price has worked himself into a dilemma. On the one hand, as he makes
clear (pp. 3-4 and especially p. 29), Hurne was bonl in an age of irony, educated
in irony, an ironist by virtue of temperament and intellect, and, because of his
heretical views, an ironist in self-defense. All of this becomes obvious.
Therefore Price is ,driven to an attempt to demonstrate that the various manifestations of Hume's irony are so complex or so special that they need extensive
explanation in spite of the fact that he states in his preface: "I have tried in
most places to avoid 'explicating' the irony of a particular passage, except when
it must serve as a prologue to an explanation, of one of Hume's ideas or to the
intellectual, cultural, and social background against which the irony must be
seen."
He has not been true to this sound principle. We 'are given both plodding
explications of Hume's text and elementary re-statements about the workings of
irony which eventually produce exasperation. See, for examples: pp. 23-25, on
the Epicurean and Platonist; p. 31, on irony; pp. 32-33, on a personal letter to
Lord Kames; pp. 39-43, on Tbe Account of Stewart; pp. 56-57, on how irony
works; pp. 62-63, on Tbe Bellman's Petition which are especially heavy-handed;
and pp. 72-73, which argue at some needless length for the necessity of examining
a man's intellectual and cultural milieu. Who would deny this? Certainly not
that large body of teachers and scholars who consider lmowledge of the scholarship of such men as Crane, Bredvold, Lovejoy, Kaye, Quintana, and Mossner to
be their common property and standard equipment.
The one possible exception to the generalization that Price gives us a series of
redundant explications is his analysis of Tbe Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (pp. 127-42). The problem is an interesting one, but Price's argument is
so " Jesuitical" (to use one of Hume's adjectives) that it induces a Scot verdict:
not proven.
Four aspects of Price's own style will force themselves upon the attention of any
careful reader.
The first is his affinity for the shopworn phrase: few will deny, p. 4; in a very
real sense, few were bold enougl:J, and some of bis best friends, all on p. 5;
wbat-bave-you, p. 31; to put it mildly, twice, pp. 52 and 128; and small wonder,
p_ 92_
The second is doubtful diction and idiom: obstreperous passages as applied to
Hurne and not in key with his style, p. 46; inflicting tbe'l1Z witb bardsbips, p. 88;
and those epitbets bis [Hunze's] malefactors bad so gratuitously bestowed on bim,
p. 138. Surely Price must have meant something like detractors when he wrote
malefactors?
The third is a consistent pattern of name-calling throughout: tbree-penny
theologian, p. 28; religious Neandertbals, p. 85j Beattie's stupidities, p. 122; rigidly
rigbteous, p. 130; Demea's 'I1Zumbo-jumbo, p. 133; the lunatic Clnd even tbe orthodox clergy, p. 135; sucb small fry as janzes Beattie and james Oswald, p. 138;
sucb parasites as Beattie, p. 138; Nosey james Boswell, p. 143; and ignorant
dogmatists of tbe religious right, p. 147.
The fourth is a parallel pattern of condescending judgments and contemptuous
statements. These suggest an intellectual arrogance in Price which is in very
sharp contrast with Hume's manners:
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[Hume] . . . was not the long-faced book'w017JZ that is an unfortunate stereotype of pbilosopbe1's in tbe lite1'atu1'e 'VJritten for Yahoos, p. 32; dissipated and
illogical supe17UTturalis1J1, p. 57; [A Dialogue] ... may pose some difficulties for
tbe reader who expects his philosophy spoon-fed, p. 67; [Hu1lle's] ... history
111igbt be expected to stir up tbe illiterates accustomed to blatantly one-sided
" discussion" of things bistorical and political, p. 76; [When Cromwell's army
took over] As we know, however, nothing but more corruption ensued ...
p. 82; unthinking religious fever, p. 133; HU771e himself bad
tbrougbout
bis life fro711 ridicule fTOm the orthodox clergy, from the
fringe, and
from otber types of Christian cbm'ity, p, 135; the dogmatists' 1'idiculous assertions,
p. 147; and [Hume delighted] in p1'icking bubbles blol"'JJTl out of theh' religious

soap pipes, p. 147.
It can be seen that Price does not often deviate into wit, Leaving aside the
fascinating problem of the literacy of Yahoos and illiterates, I freely grant that
some of these epithets and some of these remarks may be justified, but the cumulative effect of such language defeats Price's O\\ln ends. It creates sympathy for
Hume's opponents and antagonism to Price, if not to Hume. Readers are quite
likely to conclude that all of those clergymen and theists might not have been
total idiots.
Price should haye heeded the wise words of his admirable subject in a letter
to Henry Home: "But I was resolv'd not to be an Enthusiast, in Philosophy,
while I was blaming other Enthusiasms" (p, 32).
One unfortunate error must be noted. On p. 3, Price informs us that Hume
was born in 1711; on p. 16, notc 9, he tells us that Hume considered marrying
Miss Nancy Ordc in 1700.
The best thing about the book is its design. The black and green jacket highlights a white medallion of Hurne in profile. It is eloquent.
ORVILJ.E LINCK

Wayne State University

Marcel Proust: The Fictions of Life and of Art by Leo Bersani. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1965. Pp. 269. $6.50.

Because of its complexity, because of its strange history, A Ia Recherche du
temps perdu is a book that elicits many types of critical approaches, Of this
no-one is more aware than Mr, Bersani who, in an introductory chapter, admirable in its conciseness, defines and circumscribes his o\vn field of investigation.
"Proust's book," he notes, "has a particular richness, a multiplicity of directions
which make it difficult to say anything about the kind of novelistic world he
creates"; and he further describes what has been one of the stumbling-blocks
of much critical haziness, "the creative indecisiveness about no\'elistic form" in
the genesis of the book itself. He himself bas deliberately chosen to study
Proust's book as a given entity, leaving aside the history of its slow emergence
as revealed in the Proustian manuscripts now available at the Bibliotheque Nationale. It may well be that in the future, no critic will be quite content to
take this viewpoint, so unavoidable arc some of the facts that even a superficial
perusal of the manuscripts imposes upon the investigator's attention.
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In the overall organization of Mr. Bersani's book, the concise introductory
chapter is of the uonost importance, and in every way admirable by the care
and clarity with which the author defines his purpose and distinguishes his critical
approach from that of the so-called "new" French critics with which it has
affinities. The analysis reveals a singularly mature and meditative mind at ease
in handling abstract concepts, concerned with accuracy of definition rather than
with polemics. Throughout the book there are many passages that reveal a personal point of view concerning the nature of the novel as a literary genre which,
beyond its bearing on the specific problems raised by A 10 recberche ... ,
invites discussion and further elucidation. Mr. Bersani is not a doctrinaire.
The orientation of the book rests on certain assumptions concerning Proust's
novel which are clearly presented in the introduction. Of these one at least is
open to a great deal of question: the character Marcel is, Mr. Bersani asserts, the
author of the book we ourselves read. This hypothesis has occasionally been
advanced in the past by critics, but with a good deal of hesitancy and it is at
best an extreme over-simplification of a complex situation. It runs counter to
many statements in the novel itself, to much that the manuscripts reveal and to
the conclusions that recent structural studies on Proust's narrative techniques
have rather convincingly advanced.1. Proust's" apparently simple device of
using the main character of his novel as the narrator" does not really operate all
through the novel and is itself rather in the nature of a fiction. The entity
" Marcel" is perhaps in fact something of a lure. Moreover only by a singular
confusion of frameworks of reference, such as Mr. Bersani detects elsewhere
when analyzing other critical approaches to fictional characters, can one see
"Marcel," both as "a character living in the world of the novel" and as the
author of the novel. One can, working closely with the text, surmise more
plausibly that if the narrator's novel were written, it would be in regard to the
world of A Itt Recberche ... what Proust's novel is in regard to the world of
reality from which he so abundantly and avowedly drew his .materials.
Interestingly enough, this assumption does not invalidate the penetrating analysis
that develops in the book, nor is it necessary to it. The second important
assumption Mr. Bersani makes and presents most honestly as such, is psychological. He detects, at the source of Proust's creativity, a "central obsession"
arising from "an extreme uncertainty about the stability of the self, a fearful
fantasy of losing the self unless it can be fixed in some external picture." In
this context it is his purpose to show that literary creation is the answer to
this problem, the process through which the self is fixed and re-created in art,
indeed" possessed" in the full range of its possibilities as projected into" a whole
world of imaginary characters and events." He sees Proust's novel, in one of its
dimensions, the most elusive and most essential in his view, as the illustration
through Marcel of what so concerned Proust throughout all his life, the particular activity of the artist to draw from the events of his existence his "resources as novelist" and thus to .. invent" a self, imaginatively created and
"realized" in art only. Marcel's progress, then, can be followed from the stage
when he tries, unsuccessfully, to project his fantasies on to the" given" of life,
to the stage when he deliberately uses the .. givens" of life and transforms them
into literature.
1 B. G. Rogers, Proust's narrative teclmiques, Droz, Geneva, 1965.
M. Muller,
Les voix llrrrrrrtives dans In Recbercbe du. temps perdu, Droz. Geneva, 1965.
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The initial detection of a central obsession is open, of course, to question.
It is however a \vorking hypothesis which is far richer than the commonplace
" Freudian" explanations. Mr. Bersani here comes pretty close to the position
taken by a recent French critic, Andre Vial/~ but avoids the latter's doctrinaire,
limiting and rather snide psychologism, tuming his attention not to\vard a moral
or mental evaluation of the man but upon the manner in which the transmutation
of experience into literature takes place.
The difficult and subtle problem he raises is the problem that fascinated Proust
himself: how can we account for \vhat is specific and individual in artistic
creation? The five chapters of the book trace the narrator's inner progress from
the stage in which, to counter his" fearful." obsession and establish a form of
unity and self-identification, he creates" fantasies" of the self and the ·world, to
the stage when, through" devices of literary style," he absorbs the world into the
universe of his o\vn imagining. All these chapters containr perspicacious analyses
of style and technique, uncovering their peculiar Proustian flavor. Stimulating
in particular is the thoughtful appraisal of the role of jealousy-and more particuJarly of the type of jealousy elicited in iVIarcel by Albertine's lesbianism-in
marking the passage froIll a baffled struggle with reality to the resolution of the
conflict through art. Less satisfactory is the chapter on Marcel's vocation where,
as in a couple of synthetic attcmpts at one-sentence definitions of Proust's novel,
one senses that the efficacy of the central hypothesis has given out. A broader
view of the work as a \vhole, seen as Proust's creation, stemming from a global,
deeply committed, highly literate and complex vie\v of art would have given more
unity and a. larger dimension to a study 'which in so many ways is new and
stimulating.
However that may be, 111m'cel PTOllst: The Fictio77S of Life (lnd of A1°t is one
of the more valuable, original and distinguishcd of the many critical studies that
A la recherche °
has elicited in the last fifteen years.
0

•
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Institztte fOT Research in the
Humanities: University of TFisconsill

Ivory TO'Ivers (lnd Sacred Foums: The Artist as Hero in Fiction fTom Goethe
to Joyce by Maurice Beebe. New York: New York University Press! 1964.
Pp. v
323. $6.50.

+

Professor Beebe has undertaken a complex and ambitious task in offering us "a
broadly extended discussion of the artist as hero," for it requires the skills of literary historian, critic and philosopher. In at least two of these disciplines, IV01'Y
Towel'S and Sacred Fou11ts attests to his achievement. In the first part of his book,
he examines the development of the portrait-of-the-artist novel from the eighteenth
to the early twentieth century in England, America and the continent as well as
the cultural changcs which accounted for its steadily increasing popularity.
vVhile doing so, he offers much information that is either new or that becomes
more meaningful because it is viewed from a fresh and interesting perspective.
The historical survey is enriched by that ability of Professor Beebe's to analyze
an individual text \vhich his articles have led us to expect.
!l

Proust, structuTe d'une conscience et naissance d!une estberique, Paris, 1963.
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Out of the wealth of novels considered, Professor Beebe isolates the archetype
of the artist as the divided self. There is a self involved in the process of living
and dying and a self that withdraws from life and transcends time through
creation: "the man seeks personal fulfillment in experience, while the artistself desires freedom from the demands of life." Because of this division, cenain
themes are prevalent in the artist-novel from its inception-the quest for self,
the alienation from society, and the opposition of art to life.
Furthermore, sInce the literary archetype is a true reflection of the artist, the
concept of the divided self can be used to explain the presence of two antithetical traditions, each based on a distinct view of the relationship of art to
life. To quote Professor Beebe, "What I call the Sacred Fount tradition tends
to equate an with experience and assumes that the true artist is one who lives
not less, but more fully and intensely than others. Within this tradition art is
essentially the re-creation of experience. The Ivory Tower tradition, on the
other hand, exalts art above life and insists that the artist can make use of life
only if he stands aloof."
In terms of literary history the Sacred Fount tradition begins with the romantics and flowers in the writers of the apprentice novel or Bildungsro111an in
England (1880-1920). Though many works are briefly summarized, David
Copperfield and Sons and Lovers receive a more extended treatment. The
reason is that, despite Dickens' avowed contempt for the artist, David Copperfield reveals "most of the traditional characteristics of the artistic temperament
and his development as artist seems almost a classic example of the norm."
Similarly, despite Lawrence's subordination of the artist-theme, recognizing its
presence clarifies certain aspects of the novel which have not yet been satisfactorily explained by examining the more obvious themes. Moreover, however
disparate they seem, both novels tend to equate life with art and to endow their
protagonists with an ability to respond intensely to the varied experience offered
by the external world.
In contrast, the Ivory Tower tradition, encompassing the French poets of the
second half of the nineteenth century and the writers loosely characterized as
belonging to the aesthetic movement in England, is marked by an indifference
to the real world. Here the artist, whether Poe, Baudelaire, Oscar Wilde or
Baron Corvo, accepts his alienation from society and finds the material for his
art either in aloof observation Of introspection. In effect, he replaces God by
creating his own reality.
Part II offers a detailed and most illuminating examination of the works of
Balzac, James, Proust and Joyce, writers who have, according to Professor Beebe,
effectively reconciled the Ivory Tower and the Sacred Fount in both their lives
and their works. The fact that they have been regarded as both realists and
visionaries indicates that they have managed to resolve the conflict between the
public world and the private vision. This, indeed, may be the source of their
greatness.
A brief concluding chapter considers some of the implications of the patterns
emerging from the concept of the artist as a divided self. These are necessarily
tentative, for they are intended not to foreclose debate but to encourage further
discussion. Clearly the archetype of the artist provides a meeting point for
psychology, aesthetics and sociology, a nexus that has not as yet received due
critical attention. To do so is to engage in a search for a rhetoric that will
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make biography not a mechanical rehearsing of historical fact but an integral
and dynamic part of literary criticism.
In his explanation of the rhetoric of biography, which he himself handles
admirably in his analysis of Conrad's Victory, Professor Beebe raises some further
questions. We can, of course, grant his premise that writers frequently reveal
more about themselves in their work than they will confess publicly. The
relationship between the portrait of the artist and the artist himself is a particularly complex one, But does this mean that the word fiction refers not to a
genre but rather to the artist's mask? Certainly, Professor Beebe implies the
latter when he draws on poetry as well as prose, on autobiographies such as
Rousseau's Confessions and Baudelaire's Intimate Journals as well as novels in
developing his argument. In point of fact, of course, we must still be able to
distinguish, say, novel from autobiography while at the same time seeing their
similarity of function as projections of an artist-creator. What Professor Beebe
implicitly demonstrates is the need for a terminology that will classify taxonomically the various masks of the artist afforded us by literature and belleslettres.
The concept of the artist as divided self also invites further debate. Is the
division experienced by the artist different in hind from every man's tendency
to act as well as to observe? If what is involved is simply a matter of degree,
is neurosis, as Freud would argue, the source of art? Thomas Mann's theory
and practise inevitably suggest themselves as a test case. By claiming that greatness depends on balance, Professor Beebe would obviously disagree. Yet he
himself also admits that in Balzac we have not a reconciliation of the Ivory
Tower and the Sacred Fount but a recurrent pattern of frenzied immersion in
life and abrupt withdrawal into the sanctuary of his monastic cell. Perhaps
this, with its excesses removed, is the crucial pattern revealed in James, Proust
and Joyce as well. In that case the balance between the visionary and the real
is something that is achieved in the work despite or perhaps even because of its
absence in the artist himself. Tbe Great Gatsby, for example, reveals a balance
not to be found in Fitzgerald's life. Ultimately we are faced with the problem
of deciding whether the self is an entity or a process, whether it is static or
dynamic.
Such speculations attest to the vitality of Ivory Towers and Sacred Founts.
For, by refusing to be prematurely definitive, Professor Beebe asks us to reconsider certain conventional notions about biography and to re-examine the psychology of aesthetics in the light of the information he has provided.
OLGA W. VICKERY

University of California, Riverside

Essays on Deter'l1linimz in American Litemture, edited by Sydney J. Krause.
Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1964. Pp. 116. $3.00.
This paper-back collection of six revised "papers originally presented at the
Modern Language Association iVleeting in Chicago in December, 1963," prefaced
by a fifteen-page essay by Mr. Krause, is generally very competent and useful.
Mr. Henry Nash Smith, the program chairman, deserves much praise for planning a coherent and well focused program instead of the usual hodge-podge of
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miscellaneous and divergent papers, and Mr. Krause has provided an introduction
which sympathetically places the topic as a whole in proper perspective. While
some readers may be disappointed that a volume with such a comprehensive
title devotes essays only to five authors, omitting many who seem equally relevant, it should be remembered that many authors not among the five are discussed in various contextures in Mr. Krause's comprehensive introduction, in
Mr. Edward Stone's essay "The Devil is White" involving configurations of
imagery. And very able essays such as Mr. Sherwood Cumming's on the sources
of Mark Twain's" What is Man? " and Mr. G. W. Allen's on "William James's
Determined Free Will" cover many other authors in terms of influences. As
Mr. Krause remarks, "Each critic dispenses with what Edgar Branch [who
wrote on Farrell] calls the' bulldozer view of determinism' and in one way or
another attempts to quicken the original presentiment of conflict with which,
from the time of Sophocles, writers have traditionally approached determinism."
This inductive approach in terms of the contextures of relevant key passages in
individual books is well worked out, with due regard for exceptions and apparent
inconsistencies.
Thus Luther Mansfield, using Melville's "Mat-Maker" chapter as a kind of
launching-pad, shows the complexities he wove from "the warp of necessity
and the woof of free will " in his quest of the "supremacy of the self" hemmed
in by society, psychic heredity, his cultural heritage, etc. Mr. Mansfield is fair
in admitting that "instances of chance were clearest in the final sections of
Moby-Dick." I wish l\Ilr. Mansfield had not chosen to ignore all the relevant
scholarship published on Melville, and it would seem as if Mr. Mansfield might
have achieved a more steady and sustained continuity if he had treated the
successive books in chronological order without so much doubling back and
shifting from story to story; but his great knowledge of his subject and his
impressive final results render one tolerant of any method he chooses.
Mr. Thomas Connolly approaches Faulkner's major heroes in the light of "a
hereditary, environmental and psychologically imposed fate" which he concludes
gives them tragic significance since, even if the individual is "only a pinch of
dust" his species and dreams go on. Mr. Stone's essay, delightful to listen to, is
reminiscent of Harry Levin's approach in his Power of Blackness; Mr. Stone tries
to show through imagery drawn from a multitude of authors that against the
background of current determinism the symbolism of whiteness tends to shift
from its earlier associations with beauty, purity, and virtue to later associations
with emptiness and blankness involving evil and terror. (Incidentally, in treating so many authors briefly, Mr. Stone in saying that "To the buoyantly confident Emerson ... Robert Frost rises in life-long opposition" would seem to
have slighted Frost's essay" On Emerson)) and other remarks praising him?)
Mr. Edgar Branch's elaborately documented essay on Farrell, by emphasizing his
knowledge of and probable indebtedness to John Dewey, tends to enhance
Farrell's general standing-perhaps more than his actual embodiment of these
ideas in fiction will strictly warrant. I have only praise for the masterly essays
of G. W. Allen (on "William James's Determined Free Will "), of John Lydenberg (on" Dos Passos's U. S. A.") and of Sherwood Cummings's (on Twain's
"What is Man?: the Scientific Sources").
Mr. Krause makes an excellent point in arguing that ~'These essays presuppose
that the freedom sought by characters in deterministic literature is what makes
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determinism worth writing about "-in other \vords the subject may be best
approached in terms of polarities. Mr. Krause makes much of Dreiser's \vell
lmown passage in Sister Carrie in which he says of man in general that" In this
intermediate stage he wavers-neither drawn in harmony '\"ith nature by his
instincts nor yet wisely putting himself into harmony by his own free will"
but" acting now by his will and now by his instincts." No doubt such a view
docs lead to a degree of dramatic tension which is not to be completely dissociated with Sophocles and the master dramatists. However, excellent as much
of tllls work is, I cannot help wishing that a bit morc had been done to define
the distinction between a sub-rational fatalism (often associated with self-pity)
and a super-rational fatalism, and the artistic nuances associated in literature with
each. But as a whole, this fine book is an impressive illustration of what a
program of the "American Literature Section" of the MLA can become when
intelligently planned and well edited.
HARRY HAYDEN CLARK

University of Wisconsin

Poets

011

Poetry, ed. Howard Nemerov. Ne\v York and London: Basic Books,
+ 250. $4.95.

Inc., 1966. Pp. xii

This collection is novel in that each of the contributors was asked to respond
to a series of questions regarding his own work, poetry in general, the relation
between poetry and modern thought, and the function of criticism. Thus,
whether they answer the questions directly, indirectly, or not at all, the essays
were at least written especially for the volume and usually take the fonn of
reflections or observations. Titles such as "How I Write Poetry," "A View of
Poetry," "Some Phases of IVIy vVork," " On My Own \iVork" reflect the essentially personal and informal nature of the selections. Of the writers represented,
most are known minor poets or poets with rising reputations. Two old guard
figures, Aiken and Marianne Moore, are balanced by t\vo avant-gardists, Robert
Duncan and Gregory Corso.
To use the words of J. V. Cunningham, the essays arc valuable insofar as they
satisfy a desire "to hear the poet speak of his o"\vn work ... especially if he
can adjoin to the work some anecdotal richness or give some hints of insight
into the creative process." One need not be concerned here with the qualification that often" the intrusion of commentary is a confession of failure." -VVhcn
the poets present and comment on the personal context of the poem, they are
rarely "embarrassing." Elsewhere, ho"\vever, Richard Wilbur warns that "the
ideas of any poet, when reduced to prose statement, sound banal." Such
banality, it seems to me, occurs in direct:; proportion to the height of generalization. Here, for example, arc some attempts to define poetry:
Poetry is a confrontation of the whole being with reality. It is a basic
struggle of the soul, the mind, and the body to comprehend life. . . .
(Richard Eberhart).
\Vhen the sense of wonder is allowed to diminish, poetry becomes,
ine\'itably, a matter of assertion and thus loses all its Orphic power to
cnch:mt, beguile, and otherwise extend the range of our attention
(John Brinnin).
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[Poetry is] based in a craving to get through the curtains of things
as they appear, to things as they are, and then into ... things as they
are becoming (May Swenson).
[In poetry man] succeeds in making real for himself the profound
myth of personal existence and experience (Conrad Aiken).
Such statements may well represent ancient wisdom, but it is the kind of wisdom
that is altogether too easily translated into cliche. Again, the writers are least
tedious when they descend from grand abstraction to uncomplex idea or personal fact: Brinnin, for example, on the stages of his development from a
political to a lyrical poet, BeIitt on the influence of geography on poetic psychology, Corso on the effects of prison·,
The only polemical essay is Jack Gilbert's "The Landscape of American
Poetry in 1964," and since it deals with an important subject, it is worth considering. "Poetry," argues Gilbert, "is not, for me, a" beautiful alternative to
living. This position is not fashionable in America today. The prevailing
mood, set by the critics and a consensus of the respectable poets, is one of
modesty. Most poets aspire to the adequate poem, not the important one. A
masterpiece is thought of as something people used to write. And the critics
being nearly all sedentary men, have imposed an aesthetic which insists that the
primary values in poetry are those most available to a sedentary scholarly life."
Apparently contradicting himself, Gilbert goes on to say that the "most vital
and influential poetry in America today," is that of the avant-garde, such as the
Black Mountain School, although it is subject to "frivolousness" and II petty
novelty." (How can the avant-garde be most" influential" when the" prevailing mood ,. is set by the "academic poets"?) What is most depressing about
this whole rationale is its reliance on the usual cliches about the academic poet
and the critic. Since most of the contributors to the volwne, no less than Gilbert
himself, have been associated with a college or university, one wonders whether
the academic poet as Gilbert describes him is much more thari a straw creature.
Concerning the critic, the asswnption that as a sedentary man, he necessarily
imposes sedentary values (or" imposes" anything at all) is a fallacy that scarcely
needs explicit refutation. There are as many dogmatists outside as inside the
academy, and one kind is as bad as another. The same argument used to discredit
cloistered academic poets can be used to discredit poets like Dickinson or Hopkins.
Furthermore, Gilbert's assertions about avant-garde poetry are no more compelling. If it is in fact II the most vital and influential in America today," let us
appreciate that as practised by the Black Mountain poers, particularly Olson and
Duncan (whom Gilbert admires), it is a highly abstractionist poetry based on
private metaphysical vision. When it errs, it does so not in the direction of
II petty novelty" so much as in the direction of unintelligibility.
In short, it is a
poetry that nurtures the very academicism that Gilbert condemns. The so-called
academic poets are, ironically, more accessible to the general reader than the
avant-garde poet-theoreticians.
Concluding the volume, Nemerov himself says of literary criticism that instead
of II busy fellows" running about " praising this and damning that, that it could
do with more patience, more scrupulous attention, and above all, more charity."
This is simply to state the ideals of criticism and it seems to me that the poetturned-critic might well heed such advice.
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